
Days Three through Seven Weather Hazards

On Wednesday, winds will shift out of the west as a low pressure area moves along the Gulf Coast. Wind strength will be 
mostly moderate with no significant wind shift expected. Localized strong wind shifts could occur within strong thunderstorms
over the central and eastern GOM. On Thursday, the low pressure system will strengthen over the Southeast US and as a 
result the west to northwest winds across the basin will steadily increase. Forecast guidance has been trending upward 
regarding the strength of the system for the last couple of days. Widespread gale force winds will be possible over portions of 
the western GOM and most of the central GOM late Thursday into Friday, accompanied by very rough to high seas. Marine 
Weather Warnings can be anticipated across the region. Conditions will improve considerably during the weekend as a high 
pressure builds over the GOM. 
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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

The latest surface analysis shows a high pressure area forming along the Texas Coast. This high will expand across the Gulf 
Coast on Monday and produce gentle conditions over the offshore Texas waters into the northern GOM. Moderate conditions 
will be found elsewhere. On Tuesday, the high pressure system will build into the Southeast US and an area of low pressure 
will form over the western GOM. South to southeast winds across the basin will slightly increase and shower/thunderstorm 
activity will become scattered over the western and central GOM. This will herald a significant shift in the weather pattern 
during the remaining days of the week. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas
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